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Instructions: 

1. All questions in both the sections are compulsory. 

2. Marks for questions are indicated against each question.  

3. Question No. 1-4 and 13-16 are very short answer questions carrying 1 mark each. They 

are required to be answered in one sentence. 

4. Question No.5-6 and 17-18 are short answer questions carrying 3 marks each. Answers to 

these should not normally exceed 60 words each.    

5. Question no.7-9 and 19-21 are also short answer questions carrying 4 marks each. 

Answers to these should not normally exceed 70 words each.  

6. Question no.10-12 and 22-24 are long answer questions carrying 6 marks each. Answers 

to these should not normally exceed 100 words each. 

7. Answers should be brief and to the point and the above word limit be adhered to as far as 

possible. 

Q1. Which of these is a normative statement:                           1 

     (a) 30% of population of India is below poverty line. 

     (b) Increase in FDI has increased GDP of India  

     (c ) Government increased repo rate to check inflation. 

     (d) Equal distribution of Income in India will solve the problem of poverty. 

Q2. Mention any one policy initiative that the government can take to increase the demand of 

milk in the country.                    1 

Q3. What will be the elasticity of supply of paneer in the very short or market period?               1 

Q4. Comment on whether it is possible to postpone the law of variable proportions. ?         1 

Q5. Explain how the following problems of an economy can be solved with the help of price 

mechanism :        (a) What to Produce   (b) How to produce           3 

Q6. Mr Goyal has a budget of Rs. 1,00,000 which he plans to spend on sweets and crackers on 

Diwali. He actually spent Rs. 1,25,000 because of more expenditure on crackers. How will you 



show his planned expenditure and actual expenditure through the budget line? Is this over 

expenditure justified?                  3 

Or 

What happens to the budget set and the budget line if both the prices as well as income double?     

Q7. A consumer consumes good ‘X’. Explain the effects of fall in the prices of related goods on 

the demand on ‘X’. Use diagrams showing demand for good ‘X’ on the x-axis and  its price on y-

axis.                   4      

Q8. Explain the conditions of producer’s equilibrium under perfect competition and monopoly. 4 

Q9. Differentiate between the market form in which a producer can sell as many units as he 

wants at the given price and the market form in which there are a large number of firms selling 

differentiated products.                4 

Q10  (a). Are slope of a demand  curve and elasticity of a demand curve the same thing?    (3+3) 

         (b) The Marginal utility schedule of good A  is given as 

Units 1 2 3 4 5 

MU 18 15 8 6 4 

 

 If the given commodity is sold for Rs. 4, and MU of one rupee is 2 utils, how many units of X 

will a consumer purchase to maximize his satisfaction?  Explain why.  

Q11. (a) Complete the following table:          (3+3) 

Output TC(Rs.) AVC(Rs.) MC(Rs.) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

90 

- 

- 

180 

- 

27 

- 

30 

30 

- 

27 

- 

   

      (b) What is the shape of AR curve when (i) TR curve is a positively sloped straight line 

passing through the origin (ii) TR curve is increasing at a diminishing rate? 

Q12.(a)  The following news item was printed in the economic times:       4+2 

Households in Southern India prefer to eat oranges for breakfast as banana plantations in Kerala 

have been destroyed and prices of apples have also risen.  

Use a diagram and economic theory to analyse the impact of the rise in the price of apples and 

bananas on the market of oranges.  



(b) What will be the effect of a price ceiling fixed by the government in this case and why ?  

Or 

How is equilibrium price reached if there is excess demand at a price lower than the equilibrium 

price?  Explain using diagram.  

Part B 

Q 13. State the components of money supply.            1 

Q 14. What are time deposits?              1 

Q15. State one fiscal measure that can be used to reduce the gap between the rich and the poor.1 

Q16. What does zero  primary deficit mean?             1 

Q17. Measure the level of ex-ante aggregate demand when autonomous investment and 

consumption expenditure is Rs. 50 crore, and MPS is 0.2 and level of income(Y) is Rs. 4000 

crores. State whether the economy is in equilibrium or not(cite reasons).          3 

Q18. Explain the meaning of equilibrium level of income. Can there be unemployment in the 

economy at equilibrium level of income? Explain.             3 

Q19.(a) Giving reasons, explain how the following should be treated in the estimation of national 

income:                 2+2 

            (i) Payment for cloth by a garment manufacturing firm. 

           (ii) Rent received by an Indian Resident from Russian embassy in India. 

        (b) What is the difference between planned and unplanned inventory accumulation?   

Q20. Explain the credit creation role of commercial banks with the help of a suitable example.  4 

Or 

Calculate the legal reserve requirement if initial deposit of Rs. 1200 crore leads to creation of 

total deposits of Rs. 6,000 crore.  

Q21. (a) State items of (i) debt creating capital receipts  (b) non-debt creating capital receipts.  

   (b) What steps can be taken by the government through the market to (i) reduce the 

consumption of a product harmful for health; (ii) encourage production of a commodity which 

otherwise producers produce less because of higher costs .                    2+2 



Q22. Distinguish between inflationary gap and deflationary gap with the help of a diagram. State  

two measures by which the two can be corrected.                6  

Q23. (a) What is the importance of official reserve transactions in Balance of Payments?  

(b) Devaluation and depreciation is one and the same thing. Do you agree? How do they affect 

the exports of a country?  

Q24. Find out National Income                      4+2 

S. No.   Contents Rs. In crore 

(i)  

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

(x) 

Factor Income from Abroad 

Private final Consumption Expenditure 

Consumption of Fixed Capital 

Government Final Consumption Expenditure   

Net Current Transfer to Abroad 

Net Domestic fixed Capital Formation 

Net Factor Income to Abroad 

Change in Stock 

Net Imports 

Net Indirect Taxes 

15 

600 

50 

200 

(-) 5 

110 

10 

(-) 10 

(-) 20  

70 

   

(b) Explain how non-monetary exchanges are a limitation in taking domestic product as an 

indicator of welfare.   


